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Abstract. In this paper, we propose an online hardware task scheduling
and placement algorithm and evaluate it performance. Experimental results on large random task set show that our algorithm outperforms the
existing algorithms in terms of reduced total wasted area up to 89.7%,
has 1.5 % shorter schedule time and 31.3% faster response time.
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Introduction

Reconﬁgurable devices with partial reconﬁgurable capabilities allow partial update of their hardware resources without interrupting the overall system operation [1]. Embedded applications which have exploited this capability include:
neural network implementation [2], video communication [3], cryptography [4],
crossbar switches [5], image processing [6], and more. Such functionality also
allows multitasking applications on a single chip. However to fully exploit the
advantages of such platforms the scheduling and placement problems are to be
considered. This is to use the limited hardware resources as eﬃcient as possible.
Our approach focusses on a number of shortcomings of existing algorithms
in order to improve the FPGA resources utilization and improve the overall
execution times. The main contributions of this paper are:
– a novel online scheduling and placement algorithm, called ”Intelligent
Stuﬃng”;
– careful experimental evaluation of our and other existing algorithms based
on statistically large 100k task sets randomly generated;
– improvements of up to 89.7% in terms of reduced total wasted area, 1.5% in
schedule time and 31.3% shorter response time.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The problems of scheduling and placement in dynamic reconﬁgurable devices is introduced in Section 2.
In Section 3, we brieﬂy discuss the previous art. Details of our algorithm are
depicted in Section 4. In Section 5, we present the evaluation of the algorithm.
Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 6.
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Problem of Scheduling and Placement in Dynamic
Reconﬁgurable Devices

Given a task set representing a multitasking application with their arrival times
ai , execution times ei and widths wi 1 , online scheduling and placement algorithms have to determine placements and starting times for the task set such as
there are no overlaps both in space and time among all tasks. The goals of the
algorithms are: a) to utilize eﬀectively the available FPGA resources (referred as
minimize wasted area in this paper); b) to run the overall application on FPGA
faster (minimize schedule time); c) to shorten waiting time of the tasks to be
executed on the FPGA (minimize response time) and d) to keep the runtime
overhead low (minimize the algorithm execution time).
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Fig. 1. Performance parameters and previous algorithms

We deﬁne total wasted area as the overall number of space-time units that
are not utilized as shown in Figure 1(a). Total schedule time is the total number of time units for the execution of all tasks. Response time is the diﬀerence between starting and arrival times for each task (in time units). Total
response time is the sum of response times for all tasks. The overall algorithm
execution time is the cumulative time needed to schedule and place all the
tasks.
1

We use 1-D model for the FPGA as more representative for the current technology.
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Previous Algorithms

In [7] [8], Steiger et al. proposed the Stuﬃng. It schedules tasks to arbitrary free
areas that will exist in the future, including areas that will be used later by tasks
currently in its reservation list. It always places a task on the leftmost of its free
space as shown in the left of Figure 1(b). Because the Stuﬃng algorithm always
places tasks on the leftmost edge of the available area, it places tasks T1 and
T2 as shown in the left of Figure 1(c). These placements block task T3 to be
scheduled earlier. In this case, it fails to place task T3 earlier.
In [9], Chen and Hsiung proposed the Classiﬁed Stuﬃng to solve the drawback
of the Stuﬃng in case 1 (Figure 1(c)). The main diﬀerence between the algorithm
and the Stuﬃng is the classiﬁcation of tasks. It can place a task on the leftmost
or rightmost of its free space based on the task Space Utilization Rate (SUR).
SUR is the ratio between the number of columns required by the task and its
execution time. High SUR tasks (SUR > 1) are placed starting from the leftmost
available columns of the FPGA space, while low SUR tasks (SUR ≤ 1) are placed
from the rightmost available columns as shown in the right of Figure 1(b). In
case 1, it can recognize the diﬀerence between tasks T1 (high SUR task) and
T2 (low SUR task), so it places successfully tasks on diﬀerent placements. This
makes task T3 earlier scheduling possible. However in case 2 (Figure 1(d)), it fails
to solve the problem of the Stuﬃng. Because it doesn’t recognize the diﬀerence
between tasks T1 and T2 (both of the tasks are low SUR tasks), it fails to place
tasks on diﬀerent placements. These placements block task T3 to be scheduled
earlier. Therefore in case 2, both of the previous algorithms fail to schedule task
T3 earlier. Total wasted area, total schedule time, and total response time will
increase as a consequence.

4

The Proposed Algorithm

Figure 2(a) (top) shows an empty FPGA and a leftmost alignment status is deﬁned, e.g. a new free space always will be allocated at the leftmost position. At
this point, the free space list SL contains only a single free space (F S1 ) deﬁned by
its leftmost column (CL1 ), its rightmost column (CR1 ) and free time F T1 .
When a new task T 1 arrives, the algorithm searches the free space list SL and
places it on the leftmost edge of F S1 (according to its alignment status). This
action reduces the size of F S1 as shown in the middle of Figure 2(a), toggles
the alignment status of F S1 from leftmost to rightmost, and creates a new free
space F S2 . F S2 has (CL2 , CR2 ) dimension and its free time is F T2 and leftmost
alignment status.
Assume there is another task T 2 simultaneously arriving with T 1 the free
space list SL will be processed again. Because the alignment status of F S1 was
changed to rightmost, T 2 will be placed on rightmost edge of F S1 . This action
reduces the F S1 size as shown in Figure 2(a) (bottom) and again toggles the
alignment status of F S1 to leftmost. The size of F S2 is also adjusted and a new
free space F S3 (CL3 ,CR3 ) is created with free time F T3 and leftmost alignment
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1. search pointer=top of space list
2. while conflict do
{
3. find pointer=find free space from search pointer
4. check conflict
5. if "quality" mode do
{
6. if conflict and the free space size > task width do
{
7. toggle the free space aligment status
8. check conflict
9. if conflict do
{
10. toggle the free space aligment status
}
}
}
11. search pointer=next of find pointer
}
12. schedule and place task in the free space on location
according to the free space alignment status
13. update the free space size and toggle the free space
alignment status
14. update the affected free space sizes
15. add new free space on free space list (sorted in order
of increasing free times)
16. add new task on task list (sorted in order of increasing
start times)

Case 2

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2. Our algorithm

status. By keeping tasks T 1 and T 2 on the edges, the largest space possible is
created, so future tasks can be scheduled earlier and we can address the problem
of previous algorithms for both case 1 and case 2 as shown in Figure 2(b).
Our algorithm maintains two linked lists: a free space list (SL) and a task
list (TL). The SL contains all free spaces F Si with their previous pointers P Pi ,
dimensions (CLi and CRi ), free times F Ti , alignment statuses ASi and next
pointers N Pi . The free time is the time when the corresponding free space can
be used. The alignment status is a boolean determining the placement location
of the task (leftmost or rightmost) within this free space segment. The new list
entries of SL are inserted in order of increasing free times.
The TL stores all scheduled tasks with their previous pointers P Pj , start times
STj , task dimensions (CLj , CRj ), task execution times ETj and next pointers
N Pj . The start time is the time that the task initiates execution on the FPGA.
The column left (CLj ) and right (CRj ) determine the FPGA area that is used by
the task. The new list entries of TL are inserted in order of increasing of start times.
There are two operating modes: speed and quality. In the speed mode, the algorithm execution time is more important than the quality of scheduling and placement. While the quality mode is designed for higher utilization of the resources. The
pseudocode of our algorithm is presented in Figure 2(c). When a new task arrives,
our algorithm walks through the SL to ﬁnd a ﬁrst ﬁt free space avoiding conﬂicts
with the scheduled tasks in the TL (line 1 to 11). The ﬁrst ﬁt free space has the
earliest free time which enough columns of reconﬁgurable units to ﬁt the task.
If quality mode is chosen, lines 6 to 10 are executed for better quality (in speed
mode those lines are skipped to reduce the algorithm execution time). In lines 6
to 8, a placement of the task at the opposite position to the alignment status is
attempted. This action increases the quality, but it requires additional algorithm
time. If the task still conﬂicts with the currently scheduled tasks in the TL (line 9),
the alignment status of the corresponding free space is set to its initial condition
(line 10).
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In line 12, the ﬁrst ﬁt free space without conﬂicts with the TL list is found,
however this space may be wider than that the task requirements. The task is
placed on the F Si edge according to its alignment status. As mentioned earlier,
every placement changes the size and toggles the alignment status of the used free
space (line 13). This action can also aﬀect the other free space sizes (line 14) and
adds a new free space in the SL (line 15) in addition to the new scheduled task in
the TL (line 16).
The main diﬀerence between our algorithm and previously proposed algorithms
is the additional alignment status of the free space segments and its handling. This
status guides our algorithm to make the correct decision on task placement position in order to maximize the free space area and allow earlier placing of further
tasks. In addition, our algorithm does not need to compute SUR, therefore it runs
faster than the Classiﬁed Stuﬃng.

5

Evaluation

We implemented four diﬀerent algorithms (the Stuﬃng [7] [8] (STF), the Classiﬁed Stuﬃng [9] (CTF) and our algorithm using speed mode (ISS) and quality mode
(ISQ)) in ANSI-C and run them on a Pentium-IV 3.4 GHz PC using the same
task sets. The simulated device consists of 96 columns to model Xilinx XCV1000
(96x64 reconﬁgurable units). The task widths and execution times are uniformly
distributed in [1,96] columns of reconﬁgurable units and [1,1000] time units. We
generate randomly 20 tasks for each task set and run all algorithms using 100,000
task sets. The evaluation is based on four performance parameters: total wasted
area (TWA), total schedule time (TST), total response time (TRT), and total algorithm execution time (TAT) (μs).
Table 1. Experimentation results using 100,000 task sets
Performance parameters
STF
CTF
ISS
ISQ
TWA
1035449499 783069435 367934139 106709691
TST
651128773 648499814 644175488 641454400
TRT
335229077 317655028 276949454 230250447
TAT(μs)
2076694
2184614
2074848
2168651

Table 1 shows that even in speed mode our algorithm utilizes the FPGA better
(decreasing the wasted area compared to the Stuﬃng by 64.5 %) with only 0.1 %
algorithm time overhead used for saving the alignment status bit. In addition, it
makes the overall application execution 1.1 % faster and has 17.4 % shorter waiting
time. The speed mode is not only faster than the Classiﬁed Stuﬃng (5 % shorter
algorithm execution time) but also utilizes the FPGA more eﬀective by decreasing
the wasted area by 53 %. Furthermore the application execution is reduced by 0.7
% with 12.8 % shorter total waiting time.
In quality mode the wasted area is decreased by 89.7 % compared to the Stuﬃng
with only 4.2 % algorithm execution time overhead (saving the alignment status
bit and ﬁnding alternative placements). Moreover it makes the application running 1.5 % faster with 31.3 % shorter total waiting time. In respect to the Classiﬁed Stuﬃng the quality mode is not only faster by 0.7 % in terms of algorithm
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execution time but also decreases the FPGA wasted area by 86.4 %. Additionally,
the overall application execution time is reduced by 1.1 % with 27.5 % better total
waiting time.

6

Conclusions

In this paper we proposed a new algorithm for online task scheduling and show
how it outperforms previous art in terms of reduced total wasted area, schedule
time and response time. We also evaluated two diﬀerent modes of our algorithm:
the quality mode for better placement and scheduling quality and the speed mode
the algorithm execution time is considered more important.
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